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St. Louis Partner Tory Goldson recently participated as a panelist during a webinar hosted by the

Certified Commercial Investment Member (CCIM) Institute. The CCIM webinar, “COVID-19 Guidance:

Navigating Rent Relief Requests and Other Commercial Real Estate Landlord/Tenant Issues,”

discussed how commercial real estate professionals can prepare for a potentially challenging time

ahead in connection with rent relief requests and other tenant/landlord issues that are beginning to

emerge in the face of the current disruption to public health and economic activities across the

globe in retail, office and other commercial real estate sectors.

Watch the webinar 'COVID-19 Guidance: Navigating Rent Relief' on YouTube

Goldson is a member of BCLP’s Commercial Real Estate Practice, and serves as Co-Leader of the

firm’s global Corporate Occupiers and Tenants team. Goldson is devoted to clients and focused on

their needs and goals. Her unique collaborative approach integrates the delivery of legal services

with each client’s internal structure to streamline tangible results in step with the critical path. With

decades of transactional experience, her track record includes complex acquisitions, joint ventures,

leasing and asset management projects and real estate finance with respect to hotels, shopping

centers, office complexes and other real estate businesses.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIyRUhB4RNU
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MEET THE TEAM

This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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